Charted Submarine Cables.
Coral Cover and Seagrass Patches from Towed-Diver Habitat Mapping.
Sand Cover from Towed-diver Habitat Mapping
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CDUA: OA-3799
FIGURE 1-1.
VICINITY MAP

EXHIBIT 6  CDUA: OA-3799
Nearshore and Terrestrial Project Location
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Hawaii Submarine Cable Kapolei Landing CDUA
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HDD Cross-section
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Sand Cover from Towed-diver Habitat Mapping, Focus on the HDD Punch-out Area
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EXHIBIT 11
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Cross Section of the Light-Wire Armor and Double Armor cable types to be deployed.
Approximate Location of off-shore 100-ft. x 100-ft. closure area and punch-out location (to scale)

Approx. HDD Conduit